Outcomes
The use of ICT in the socio-educational support will
be the subject of an experiment in the framework of
this project.
Intellectual outputs developed by the partnership
will be:
- Consumer perceptions and practices of young
digital natives
- " Digital natives " tool case: tools to educate youth
about the risks of digital addictions
- Information and Communication Technologies
used in socio-educational activities
- "Using digital for support, it’s possible" tool case:
awareness tools and proposals to better take into
account the role of ICT in supporting youngsters
dropouts in risk of drop out.
- Project website and online community for twoway communication and action
- Training materials: ICT in socio-educational
support activities to fight early school leaving

Partnership
Institut Corse de Formation et Recherche en Travail Social ( France)
Civiform societa cooperativa sociale (Italy) -www.civiform.it
Le Centre d'Information et d'Education Populaire (Belgium) www.ciep.be
Instituto De Soldadura E Qualidade
(Portugal) - www.isq.pt
Agentúra RRI (Slovakia) www.2ri.sk
ITG CONSEIL (France ) www.itg.fr
Quarter Mediation (Netherlands)www.quartermediation.eu

To find out more, you can contact:
Cristina Stefan, PhD. Eng
Quarter Mediation, Netherlands
www.quartermediation.eu
Mail: info@qmediation.eu
Tel: 0031 616 752 748

TICS
ICT in social-educational support services to
fight early school leaving

www.facebook.com/ticsproject
www.ticsproject.com
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Context
Dropout, lack of motivation, exclusion from school
and behavior problems have become major topics of
concern in our European countries.
In Europe, the rate of early school leaving (ESL early school leaving) is around 13.5%, but the EU
aims to reduce this percentage to 10% by 2020.
Even the dropout phenomenon is international, each
country has its own approach and pilot projects.
Exchanges between Member States on actual
progress following a common direction have always
been encouraged, so as to assess together the
efficiency of measures taken both in general
education and in vocational education and training.
The TICS project fits the European objectives on
employment, innovation, education and social
inclusion.
It aims to develop operating methods addressing of
education professionals, social workers, experts in
integration and to anybody concerned with social
issues, including school dropout and social
exclusion.

TICS project

Project aims

Starting from the issue of fighting the absenteeism
and the early school leaving, TICS project focuses
on the professional counselors on social
integration or mobility of public seekers within the
fields of employment, access to human rights,
health, housing, citizenship or in a vocational
training course.

The TICS project works on two innovative
components:

It starts from the prerequisite that the two fields
previously separate, the field of education and
training throughout life and the social field, are
converging nowadys.
The coaches, experts in social and professional
integration, social workers as well as the trainers
offer support services to young vulnerable people,
supporting in this
ways teachers and
families.
When dealing with
young people, it is
necessary to take an
interest in their practices and try to understand
what is to be taken into account.
TICS partnership project offers to professionals the
possibility to integrate a new approach to meet and
listen to these young people who are fewer in the
street and increasingly on web. In the context of
educational and social intervention, it is about to
encourage and train professionals in the use of ICT
and technological practices that can open to
dialogue.

* First, help youth discover that it is possible to use
ICT and online networks in a different way by finding
on line people willing to listen and to accompany
them. Youth will be encouraged to find a better
balance between their virtual life and everyday life. It
would indeed come to raise awareness on the cyber
addiction’s serious consequences; because being
online anytime (ex: “sleep texting”) - result of our
modern lifestyle - increases the risk of depression and
school dropout.
* On the other hand, the professionals are encouraged
to meet young people in an environment other than
"on the street". While most of professionals find no
young people in the public spaces, some young
people are traditionally accompanied by street
educators to high street or in their assembly points.
Therefore, it is necessary now to discuss with these
professionals their current vision on ICT and their
impact on the world and on young people they
accompany, in order to cope with digital gap.

